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/*Enumerate all possible ways of evaluating a maintenance step has ∆Ri */
Input: Node_List //The nodes that have been visited
Candidate_Edge //The edges that can be selected for next step
Edge_Left //Edges that have not been processed
Output_Sequence //The output sequence of evaluating edges
/* Initialization: Node_List only contains Ri, Candidate_Edge has the edges 
that starts from Ri, Edge_Left has all the edges except those in 
Candidate_Edge Output_Sequence is empty */
WHILE (Candidate_Edge != Empty) {
1. Get an edge from Candidate_Edge and remove it;
2. Put new nodes into Node_List or continue;
3. Delete the edge from Edge_Left that has been removed in 1.;
4. Check edges in Edge_Left that can be put into Candidate_Edge;
5. Combine edges in Candidate_Edge if applicable;
6. Call EnumerateBatch() recursively;
}
IF (sizeof (Node_List) equals # of graph nodes) {









/*selecting most profitable edges at each step for ∆Ri*/
Input: Node_List //The nodes that have been visited
Candidate_Edge //The edges that can be selected for next step
Edge_Left //Edges that have not been processed
Output_Sequence //The output sequence of evaluating edges
/* Initialization: Node_List only contains Ri, Candidate_Edge has the edges 
that starts from Ri, Edge_Left has all the edges except those in 
Candidate_Edge Output_Sequence is empty */
WHILE (Candidate_Edge != Empty) {
1. Get most profitable edge from Candidate_Edge and remove it;
2. Put new nodes into Node_List or continue;
3. Delete the edge from Edge_Left that has been removed in 1;
4. Check edges in Edge_Left that can be put into Candidate_Edge;
5. Combine edges in Candidate_Edge if applicable;
}
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600MHz Pentium III 
PC, 256M Memory.









300MHz Pentium II NT 
Server, 256M Memory. 
DS1 has no index.
800MHz Pentium III PC with 512M 
Memory. DS3 has Index on Join 
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Regression (A#=2) Regression (A#=4)
Regression (A#=6) Measured (A#=2)
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Worst Estimated Worst Measured
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Plan (0123) Plan (1023)
Plan (3201) Plan (3210)
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